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In the modern education system, much attention is paid to the study of humanitarian disciplines, such as Russian
language, literature, history. However, very little importance is attached to the study of the history of the native region. Of
course, various disciplines are introduced to inform students in this area. However, the study is carried out only at a
superficial, generalizing level. And the urge to learn more about the place where you were born, where you said the first
word, where you took the first steps, is nothing but a manifestation of patriotism. One of the tasks that pedagogy sets itself
is to educate patriotic feelings.
The concept of "Homeland" includes many factors: territory, climate, nature, organization of social life, peculiarities
of language, life. The first step in instilling in the younger generation a love for the Motherland is to familiarize itself with
its history. One of the possible and most interesting forms of study of the history of the native region is the study of the
names of individual geographical objects. In scientific terminology, such names can be combined by the term toponyms.
Sometimes students wonder: "Why is the city I live in named exactly that?." In order for the teacher to answer this question,
he must one way or another plunge into the history of the region. The toponyms of any region can prove this. The most
interesting to us was the study of toponyms of Old Oskol and Staroskol district. Toponyms, undoubtedly a linguistic
source, carry information about the linguistic characteristics, history and culture of our ancestors, as well as the peoples
before them.
From the 1960s to the present day, the study of toponyms has been of particular interest to scientists of different
profiles: linguists, historians, local scientists, entologists, etc. Toponymy, like any developing science, is characterized by
processes of differentiation. It includes place names of different types in the structure: gidronima (the name of water
objects), oykonima (names of settlements (settlements), oronima (the name of objects of a relief (a ravine, the mountain,
a beam, the hill, the valley, etc.), urbanonima (an intracity object, a part of the settlement (names various residential
districts in the city)), street names (the name of a linear object in the city (the street, the avenue, the lane, the boulevard,
the embankment)), drimony (the name of the wood / a forest land). The object of our research will be in most part oikonims
of Starokoski district [2, c. 12].
All oikonims of Old Oskol, depending on their characteristics by semantics, can be divided into such groups as names
of natural-geographical character and names of cultural-historical character.
The first section of the natural-geographical names group includes oikonims derived from river names. Similar names
of settlements of Staroskok district, formed from the names of rivers, are the oldest formation in the history of our region.
With the development of language and culture, the population of the Slavs of our region adapted foreign-language words
to their phonetic system.
An example of such an arrangement of Old Skolsk toponyms is the city of Oskol, the village of Prioskolje and the
village of Potudan. It is not difficult to guess that the first two oykonim took their names from the hydrim of the Oskol
River. But the question arises where the river 's name came from. Fasmer M., author of the etymological dictionary of the
Russian language, so interprets this name: "Oskol - the left tributary of Sev. Donza, etc. - Russk. Oskol (Ipatiev Record)
1) is identical in translation from Church-Slavonic, oskol means "rock"; 2) also from the Polish language Oskola "collection of take juice with the help of special incisions"; 3) Otherwise Potebnya compares Oskol to the Polish translation
of Oskola, as well as to the Lithuanian Skalauti, skalauju "rinse, wash" and Indo-roepean, Ksalati "flows." [4, c. 160].
From the proposed interpretations it is possible to make some assumptions according to which the banks of the river were
populated by people who used its waters in economic needs.
Oikonim s. Potudan took its name from the river on which this village was based. As well as the "Oskol" hydronim,
"Potudan" is not interpreted unambiguously. In the Grand Encyclopedia Dictionary of Brockhouse and Efron such a
definition is given to this word: "Potudan - the river of the Voronezh province, the right tributary of the river Don. It
originates in Nizhnedevice County. According to popular legend, to the borders of this river Mongols collected tribute,
from where it is as if and called "sweat-tribute" [5, c. 345]. V.I. Prokhorov, author of the book "Inscription on the Map,"
reports that the river was previously called "Potudon." The name of the river is allegedly of Alan origin (IX - X century),
related to the word "Don" - water, river. There is a version of the translation of the first part of the word "Sweat," if you
turn to Sanskrit, the most acceptable translation is given as: patu - "violent, suitable for drinking." It can be assumed that
the river had a strong course, but in doing so carried clean water in its banks, used by people in the farm.
The second section of this group of oikonims will characterize the features of the terrain. The specificity of the relief
of Staroskok Krai is one of the main reasons for the diversity and unusual composition of local appeals. There is frequent
alternation of lowlands and elevations within the area, causing the formation of numerous beams, ravines, logs and tops.

Oykonim of this section include such names of our region as the village of Rogovot, the village of Luganca, the village of
Long Polyana, the khutor of Lipyagi, the khutor of Plota.
It can be assumed that "Horny" is related to the fact that the root "horn" as well as "isrog" and "orog" in the speech
of the local population act as indications of various features of ravines, in particular, the horn "long ravine, branch from
ravine." And indeed, by the beginning of the 17th century, the area where the village of Rogovataya is located was an
elevated surface in the intercommunity of Skupoy and Borova Potudani, on all sides surrounded by deep beams, which
have grown wild forest.
Oikonim "Luganca" is related to the designation of lowlands. This is due to the origin of the dialect lexem lugan
"low-lying river banks" [1, p. 271]. The plain nature of the area is indicated in our province by the term "polyana." The
Oikonim "Long Pole" apparently denotes a large length of plain relief. The oikonim "Lipyagi" originates from the appeal
"lipyag," the meaning of which can be interpreted as "forest on high ground" or "ravine with forest." In the formation of
the oikonim "Raft" played the role of applying the raft, which means "log or beam, split."
Next we will pass to the second group of oikonim, which include names of cultural and historical nature. This group
of oikonim, like the one we discussed, has several sections.
The first section of this group are oikonims formed from anthroponyms. In our area, among these oikonim are those
that go back to ancient Russian non-canonical names and nicknames. S. Babaninka and the village of Neznamovo have
names that reflect the kinship or degree of kinship. "Babaninka" from the term of the relationship of the baba, baban, when
the attractive adjective babanine was fixed on the pupil of the grandmother and her favorite and became a nickname.
"Neznamovo" from the ancient Russian name Neznam (probably one who did not know his parents) [2, c. 48].
There are also names that characterized when the settlement was founded by its representatives in a certain kind of
activity or profession.
The villages of Bocharovka and Shepherd have names that denote a kind of profession, such as a bochar and shepherd,
respectively. And the last variety of this section is oikonims, which are based on the names of fauna. In Starokskaya area,
examples of such toponyms are the names of Kotovo and Snake.
The following section includes oikonims, the topographies of which reflect the types of villages. Among the
toponyms of this section are such as the village of Soldiers. The etymology of oikonim "Soldiers" explains the history of
the foundation of this village. According to legend, the first settlers and founders of the village were soldiers - brothers
Thomas and Jacob Kortikov, who served on the Belthe line. In connection with the armistice in the Russo-Japanese War,
the brothers arrived at the visit and settled here. Hence the name - Soldiers. At that time, as a fee, soldiers were allowed
to find free land and settle on it - perhaps soon other fellow Kortikov settled in this way nearby. Since the land was fertile,
there was the purest river, meadow and forest nearby - a large village formed here over time.
In our province there is a village, which received its name in honor of its founder. It is the village of Shatalovka. To
prove this fact, let 's turn to the history of the village. According to the Census Book of the Old Skok County for 1718, he
was the first to settle in the places here, in the village of Potudani Christmas Parish (the future village of Shatalovka),
landlord Athanasiy Petrovich Shetalov from the copeymen (category of serving people).
Over time, the name "Shetalovka" changed to the well-sounding "Shatalovka" [3, c. 255].
In the Staroskol district there are seals named after a church holiday or by the name of a church built there. In this
regard, it can be assumed that the village of Znamka was named after the Celebration of the Sign of the Holy Virgin. And
she sat Archangel and Preobrazhenka respectively on the Archangel and Preobrazhenskiy churches.
The conducted research allows to claim that toponyms of Staroskol district are unique monuments of the history of
the region, cultural traditions of our ancestors, features of relief. That is why the study of toponyms in school is a very
important aspect for the education of patriotic feelings of schoolchildren. Not knowing the history of the place where you
were born and raised means not respecting yourself and your ancestors.
This was said wonderful by Soviet and Russian philologist, cultural scientist, art historian D.S. Likhachev: "The sense
of the Motherland needs to be carefully nurtured, instilled spiritual residence. If there are no roots in the native side - there
will be a lot of people, similar to the dried-up plant skewy-field. " We agree with the opinion of academician Lihachev
and believe that instilling a sense of patriotism is an integral part of education. That is why the study of the history and
traditions of the native region in school needs to be paid as much attention as possible.
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